Customer Testimonials

Very Professional and Patient
“Bullseye Auto Transport is awesome. I recommend it highly. Carla is so very professional, and
patient. She explains the process very well, answers all questions thoroughly and calmly. There
are no hidden fees, no high pressure tactics, and I was confident that Carla would make it
happen. She is available until the car is delivered. I found others in this industry to be sketchy,
and got an uneasy feeling after obtaining information. Bullseye was completely opposite. Thank
you Carla for a smooth cross country auto transfer to my new home”. - Janice Connors, Seattle,
WA
Very Professional
“While in California on business, I came across a gem of a truck that I was interested in
purchasing. My only dilemma was that I live in Michigan and I was due to fly back in two days.
Therefore, I went back to my hotel room and found Bulls-Eye Auto Transport in the Yellow
Pages and contacted Carla. She quickly gave me a quote and explained the details of how a
vehicle gets transported (This was my first time doing this). Carla sent me the quote via email
and within 9 days I had my truck in Michigan. Everything from the initial contact to the delivery
went like clockwork. The driver was in contact with me one day prior to the arrival so that I could
make pick-up arrangements. Even the person that I bought the truck from was very impressed
on how detailed the driver was when he picked the car up and did the vehicle inspection. I
would definitely recommend Bulls-Eye Auto Transport to anyone looking to transport a vehicle
and I'll keep Bulls-Eye in mind when visiting California again”. - Jim Johnson - Rockford, MI

The best service ever!
“I recently moved my vintage Mustang, usually I won't let it out of my site. When I discovered I
had no choice but to have someone else move it, I did a lot of research into different auto
transport companies.
After speaking with Carla, I decided to take a chance. I was not disappointed. Carla, and the
driver both where professional and treated my car like it was their own.
It arrived without a scratch. Thank you Bull's Eye, I would use you again and will recommend
you to anyone without hesitation”. - Debra J. Mack
Thank you
“Never having used an auto transport company before, I had a lot of questions, Bulls-Eye Auto
Transport answered them all and the driver was awesome.
Thank you for quick caring service”. – Rachael Orland, CA

Still the Best!!!!
“Carla is the greatest!!! Having a vehicle transported can be very scary! There are hundreds of
brokers out there ready to get your deposit and post your auto transport needs. They will all tell
you why they are the best! I have had many vehicles transported to customers who purchased
from me off of eBay. I am the eBay rep for Koons Ford of Northern VA. In the beginning I did a
lot of research on different companies and have used a handful of the best rated! The fact is,
even the best can have a hard time getting things done when it comes to transportation. The
fact is, Carla is right there with you. She is honest and up front about the process. She will keep
you informed and walk you through the process. She is an absolute pleasure to deal with and
will get the job done! There is no such thing as perfect in the business, but Carla with Bullseye
Auto Transport, in my opinion is as good as it gets”.
Matt N., Sterling, VA

3rd Generation Industry Specialist Recommends Bullseye Auto Transport
"My family & I have worked in & around the auto transport industry for 3 generations on 2
continents. I am happy to have the pleasure of being associated with Bullseye Auto Transport
for over 3 years now. After using a wide variety of auto transport companies, I always come
back to the Bullseye Auto Transport service. Carla has safely moved everything from
motorcycles to six figure show cars on behalf of my company. If only all of the auto transport
industry operated at this level". ~ L. Ryan Aussie Car Imports

